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Message from
our Chair
I formally took over the Chair role of
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire in June 2016.
Right from the start I could see that locally
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire is making
health and social care better for ordinary
people by the work carried out every day
by a small but highly dedicated team.
It has been a pleasure to join such a
passionate team who work in a robust way
to gather views and experiences across all
of Nottinghamshire, particularly those who
are seldom heard, and present the evidence
acquired and insight gained to local
decision makers to ensure the design and
delivery of local services addresses the
needs of citizens.

there is a capacity issue across both health
and social care that needs to be addressed
in the face of increasing pressures around
ageing populations, skills shortages and
uncertainty around the impact of Brexit on
this issue.
The focus continues to be on how we can
best integrate our care services to not only
improve efficiencies, deliver financial
savings but also improve the quality of
care.

Everything we say and do is informed by
our connections to local people and our
expertise and our credibility is grounded
in their experience.

However, the ability for local systems to
invest in this vital strategic work and meet
immediate pressures is limited, leaving
resources and capability very stretched.

Health and social care is experiencing one
of the worst crises in a generation, with
austerity, staffing shortages and service
silos threatening the very future of our care
services. Although the Government
announced further funding for the NHS in
the 2016 Budget, there are concerns locally
that this was not new money and will not
alleviate the increasing demand placed on
health and social care services. All CCGs
locally have made cuts and are
decommissioning services.

The two Sustainability and Transformation
Plans (STPs) for Nottingham and
Nottinghamshire and South Yorkshire and
Bassetlaw have been identified as potential
candidates to become Accountable Care
Systems (ACS). ACSs will aim to integrate
NHS organisations (both commissioners and
providers), in partnership with local
authorities to take on clear collective
responsibility for resources and population
health to provide joined up, better
coordinated care.

The lack of funding for social care services
adds to these pressures across the system,
with hospitals being unable to release
patients back into the community during
recovery due to a lack of care places and
reduced community support. In addition

The role that Healthwatch Nottinghamshire
is required to play in the local health and
social care system is an increasingly
demanding one, our activities are wideranging and our capacity to deliver this is
often limited.
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Highlights from
our year
This year
we’ve launched
our new
website

Our volunteers help us with
everything from Events to
Research

We’ve launched our Enter and
View programme

Our reports have tackled
issues including Dementia and
Mental Health

We’ve shared your
experiences
with over 260
services

We’ve met 500 people at
events across Nottinghamshire
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Who we are
We know that you want
services that work for you,
your friends and family.
That’s why we want you to
share your experiences of
using health and care services
with us – both good and bad.
We use your voice to
encourage those who run
services to act on what
matters to you.
We are uniquely placed as a
national network, with a local
Healthwatch in every local
authority area in England.
Our vision
Our vision for Healthwatch Nottinghamshire
is that it becomes a respected,
representative and effective influencer to
improve and develop Nottinghamshire’s
health, wellbeing and social care
landscape.
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire will seek to
represent all communities, groups and
individuals, taking particular care to give a
voice to those that are currently unheard
and have little connection to services.
We will work with health and social care
providers to research and analyse services
and to bring issues to their attention;
working together we will strive to improve
the quality of life for citizens, consumers
and patients.
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Healthwatch Nottinghamshire will seek
innovative ways to capture the views of
patients, and citizens in Nottinghamshire
and ensure that we use this information to
inform our stakeholder partners so that
they can improve the quality of care for our
citizens.
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire must be able
to affect change through evidence-based
reporting underpinned by effective
community engagement.

Our priorities
Our work programme is driven by local
people’s experiences of health and social
care services in Nottinghamshire.
Our priorities are reflective of the
experiences and intelligence shared with
Healthwatch.
During 2016/17 we prioritised the following
areas of work:
 Understanding experiences of mental
health crisis services
 Implementing our ‘Enter and View’
programme in residential care facilities
 Working with seldom heard communities
 Healthwatch will work with health and
care leaders to ensure that concerns,
questions and ideas can be raised
readily, in the right place and answered
where appropriate.
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How we work
Every voice counts when it comes to
improving health and social care both for
today and shaping it for the future.
Everything that Healthwatch
Nottinghamshire does will bring the voice
and influence of local people to the
development and delivery of local services.
People need to feel that their local
Healthwatch belongs to and reflects them
and their local community. It needs to be
approachable, practical and dynamic and to
act on behalf of local people.

 We’re helping you to shape and improve
the services you use
 We’re engaging with people in your
community and if you haven’t met us
yet, please get in touch!
 We’re an open organisation and strive to
make it easy for you to talk to us
 We’re inclusive and we want people
from every part of our communities to
join us
 Ask us what we’re doing and we’ll
always tell you what’s happening.
.
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Your views on
health and care
& how they
make a
difference
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Listening to the views of local
people
The statutory roles of Healthwatch are
various, but all depend on talking to
patients and service users to glean an
understanding of health and social care
systems as they are experienced; indeed
that is our specialism.
There are a wide variety of ways in which
we interact with the public, from specific
consultations to making use of comments
on social media. But it is also essential that
we give the public an opportunity to speak
to us, accessibly, about whatever issues
they feel are relevant to them in health
and social care.
To do this, from April 2016-March 2017, we
have undertaken over 80 community
engagement events at a number of
locations across Nottinghamshire speaking
to over 500 people.

How your experiences are
helping influence change
Along with our general engagement, we
also undertake focussed ‘Insight Projects’.
These projects enable us to produce reports
with a clear evidence base on which
recommendations can be forumalted and,
ultimately, make sure your experiences of
serivces are heard by those who plan and
pay for care.
During 2016/17 we have pubslihed the
following reports;
Insight Report – Patient experiences of
information provision and support at
dementia diagnosis

patient and carer experiences of a
dementia diagnosis, particularly in terms of
the information provided during this
process.
Insight Report - Experiences and views on
seeking help and support during a mental
health crisis
In March 2016 Healthwatch Nottingham and
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire were
commissioned by Nottingham City NHS
Clinical Commissioning Group, on behalf of
the Nottingham/shire Crisis Concordat
Partnership Board to speak to those who
have used mental health crisis services to
help the development of a local action
plan. Our report, which was published in
August 2016, set out a number of
recommendations for the Crisis Concordat
Partnership Board. These recommendations
have been incorporated into the Crisis
Concordat Action Plan. You can find more
about this project on page 16
Championing a proactive and broad
patient and public voice that feeds into
ongoing planning and delivery of the STP.
There are 44 Sustainability and
Transformation Plans (STPs) across the UK
which set out detailed plans over 5 years to
rollout out new ways of delivering health
and care services. In early 2017 Nottingham
and Nottinghamshire’s STP leadership asked
Healthwatch to support four public
engagement events across Nottingham and
Nottinghamshire as independent
facilitators. We were also able to challenge
when it was evident that the patient and
public voice is not being considered as part
of the decision making processes.

Early in 2016 Healthwatch Nottingham and
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire launched a
joint project which aimed to evaluate
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire
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What we’ve learnt from
visiting services
Every local Healthwatch has a statutory
power to visit health and social care
services to see how they are run - under
The Local Authorities (Public Health
Functions and Entry to Premises by Local
Healthwatch Representatives) Regulations
2012.
This ‘Enter & View’ power enables us to see
how services are working, to collect the
views of service users and carers, talk to
staff and observe service delivery. ‘Enter
and View’ is not an inspection but instead
an opportunity for lay people to engage
with service users and their families, in
order to gain a better view of how they feel
about their services.
Our decision to undertake an ‘Enter and
View’ is informed by the intelligence we
receive from partners, such as Nottingham
City Council and the Care Quality
Commission. This ensures that there will be
no duplication of any regulatory or
contractual activity. Where possible we’ll
actively work with the service providers to
gain their support for our work in advance
of our visit to secure their ‘buy in’ if
needing to implement our
recommendations and to maximise our
opportunities to engage with residents and
their relatives.
All reports are published on our website
and shared with the Care Quality
Commission, City Council commissioning
team, residents and relatives. We also
discuss the findings in any appropriate
quality and scrutiny meetings, escalating
any issues identified through the
appropriate channels.

Healthwatch Nottinghamshire

Enter and View Flowchart
The chart below details the steps involved
in our Enter and View visits.

Recruitement and training of ‘Authorised
Representative’ volunteers

Work with partners, which Include the
Care Quality Commission and local
authority, to identify potential visits

Notify home of our intention to visit and
will offer to meet with the home to
answer any questions and to agree how
to make the best use of the visits

Enter and View team orientation

Conduct visits and other relaed
interviews e.g. telephone interviews

Compile report and share with the
provider for comment

Publish report and work with provider
(where required) to monitor
recommendations. This may include a
follow up visit.
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Helping
you find the
answers
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How we have helped the
community access the care
they need
During 2016-17 we’ve provided information
and advice about health and social care
across a range services.
We do this through:
 Our telephone line
 Our face to face activities with
communities across the county

The majority of people are supported with
information about how to access these
services and, for those who seek it, advice
around how to make a complaint and who
to contact if they feel they need additional
support to do this.
Our website continues to be valuable
source of information for the citizens of
Nottingham. With information on local
services accessed 6,154 times. Over the
2016/17 period there were 17,245 page
views in total.

 Our website, which has a directory of
local services.
Top five service types we provided
information and advice about:

GP

25%

Hospital

17%

Social Care

15%

Dentist

8%

Mental health

5%

Healthwatch Nottinghamshire

Making a
difference
together
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It starts
with you
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#ItStartsWithYou
In March 2016 Healthwatch Nottingham and
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire were
commissioned by Nottingham City NHS
Clinical Commissioning Group, on behalf of
the Nottingham/shire Crisis Concordat
Partnership Board to deliver engagement
activity to support the development of a
local action plan in response to the national
Crisis Care Concordat. The engagement
objective was to target five specified
groups to improve understanding of the
issues faced by these groups in accessing
mental health crisis services. The groups
were:
 Black and minority ethnic (BME)
communities (including asylum seekers
and refugees)
 Students
 Carers of people with a mental health
illness
 Veterans/ex-military personnel
 People who were homeless or at risk of
homelessness
Healthwatch wanted to get a deep
understanding of the situations that those
from within the specified groups were in
and if this was influencing their
experiences of seeking urgent and
emergency support during a mental health
crisis. The main focus of our engagement
was therefore on talking to people from
within these five groups face to face or
over the telephone where this was not
possible.

Healthwatch Nottinghamshire

To identify and engage with people our
main approach was to work with
established community groups and
organisations across Nottingham City and
Nottinghamshire County. We asked to
attend their facilities, groups or services in
person to talk with people face to face
during our visit but also offered them some
information about our project which they
could distribute to their service users or
members. This included a link to an online
survey or hard copy surveys which enabled
people to choose to take part in a more
detailed conversation, at a time and date
convenient to them. Through this
combination of approaches we were able to
gather detailed experiences a total of 269
people. Some of these people fell into more
than one of the five specified groups and
were able to provide experiences from two
perspectives, for example, we spoke to
some people from a BME background who
were also carers of someone with a mental
health illness. The total numbers engaged
applicable to each group were:
 73 people who were from a black and
minority ethnic community, including 10
asylum seekers and refugees.
 55 students studying at the University of
Nottingham or Nottingham Trent
University
 83 carers of people with a mental health
illness
 21 veterans/ex-military personnel
 37 people who are homeless or at risk of
homelessness
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In August 2016 we published our report
which set out a number of
recommendations for the Crisis Concordat
Partnership Board.
These recommendations have been
incorporated into the Crisis Concordat
Action Plan. Healthwatch have attended
regular Task and Finish group meetings to
receive updates on actions are addressing
the recommendations in the report.

“The Healthwatch engagement
work for the Crisis Care Concordat
has been welcomed and valued by
all partners of the Concordat
Partnership Board. All partners are
committed to using the views and
experiences of those who have had
both positive and negative
experiences of the system to
inform improvements to the
quality of services and future
developments. The Task and Finish
Group, with input from
Healthwatch, has shaped an action
plan based on the report’s
recommendations and which
partners are committed to
delivering.

“The report has had a really
positive impact on further bringing
partners, from both statutory and
non-statutory organisations,
together to shape a joint plan and
also share knowledge across
partners of system wide
developments, such as Connected
Notts and LiON, which will address
many of the recommendations and
further improve people’s
experiences of crisis care.”
Clare Fox
Interim Head of Mental Health
Commissioning - NHS Nottingham City
Clinical Commissioning Group

“The work to develop the action
plan has focussed, and celebrated,
the progress the partnership has
made in achieving the national
concordat principles over the last 2
years, which wasn’t necessarily
captured in the report as
Healthwatch engaged with people
who had had experiences of crisis
prior to that work beginning.

Healthwatch Nottinghamshire
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Our plans
for next
year
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In 2017-18 it is essential we continue to
build on the good work achieved in 2016-17
and become a more influential and
effective collective voice of the public,
facilitating targeted improvements in
health and social care design and provision.
We have great potential for improving how
the wide range of data reflecting local
people’s concerns and priorities, collected
by ourselves and by others, is converted in
to insight and then used for improving how
responsive and inclusive the system and
system change is. To that end we will
continue to invest in our new informatics
system and database and continue to build
data sharing protocols with key partners.
We also still have a sizable challenge in
ensuring that our distinct local role, which
balances being an independent voice,
influencing key decision-making processes
and as one of the local system leaders
guiding change.
We must therefore make it clear what our
remit is and ensure the roles we undertake
are well understood by all of our
stakeholders. This will be particularly
important given the changes that are
happening across health and care.
We will continue to provide independent
scrutiny and will seek to ensure that
effective patient engagement sits at the
heart of decision making and planning.

What next?
Our work programme is driven by local
people’s experiences of health and social
care services in our County, so we cannot
predict all of our priorities for the whole
year.
However, we do know we’ll be working on
these focused pieces of work:

Healthwatch Nottinghamshire

 Enter and View programme
 LGBT+ project
 Mental Health Crisis Concordat follow up
 Seek to build data sharing protocols with
key partners

Healthwatch Nottingham and
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire
Our future together
Healthwatch Nottingham and Healthwatch
Nottinghamshire have approval from both
the City and County Councils to go ahead
with a merger.
We are in the process of agreeing how this
will be achieved before April 2018 and will
fully engage with staff, volunteers and our
wider partners and stakeholders along the
journey to a new organisation.
Both Healthwatches have already had
several shared posts and have increasingly
worked closely to successfully deliver a
number of joint projects.
A merged organisation would better reflect
emerging changes in the delivery of
services across the city and the county. It
would also deliver economies of scale,
leading to a more efficient use of
resources, enabling us to have a greater
impact to the benefit of all the citizens
whom we serve.
Much of our work over the coming year will
position us to operate as a single
organisation from April 2018.
Both Healthwatches are committed to
creating a successful joint service that will
represent the concerns and difficulties of
those across our City and County.
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Our people
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Decision making
Every local Healthwatch is required to have
a procedure to make decisions and involve
local people in making decisions. At
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire this process
is undertake by way of our Prioritisation
Panel
Our Prioritisation Panel are a group of
volunteers who meet once a month to look
at the experiences we gather and use a
scoring matrix with specific criteria to
assign shortlisted experiences a priority
level. At the meeting they discuss their
individual scores with other members to
reach a consensus on the action we should
take.

How we involve the public
and volunteers
Healthwatch Nottinghamshire values the
contribution of volunteers in the delivery of
its work and in being able to reach and
engage with all of the communities across
Nottinghamshire.
We are committed to providing a supportive
environment for volunteers to work from
with support from all levels of Healthwatch
Nottinghamshire’s organisational structure.

Advisory Group
The Healthwatch Nottinghamshire Advisory
Group is set up to support the Healthwatch
Nottinghamshire Board to plan and deliver
its services and activities.
The Advisory Group is not a decision making
body but exists to support the Healthwatch
Nottinghamshire Board to direct the work
of the organisation. The Advisory Group is
only one of a number of ways that the
Board hears from individuals and groups
about their views about what Healthwatch

Healthwatch Nottinghamshire

Nottinghamshire should be doing and how it
should deliver its activities.

Volunteers in Action - Young people’s
Engagement Team
Seven young people who form the
Engagement Team for Healthwatch at
Bramcote College have been working really
hard participating in training to enable
them to host a "Have your say"
questionnaire in the college. The "Have
your say" point took place on 2nd November
in the foyer of the college to enable the
Engagement Team to catch as many
students as possible to complete the
questionnaire. The questionnaires were
then passed on to the Young People's
Prioritisation Panel to analyse, make
recommendations and write a report on.
Here are some of the comments from young
people who are part of the Engagement
Team:

“Being a volunteer at Healthwatch
has been an amazing experience as
it has allowed me to see how
decisions are made and how our
local health places are improved.
Also my skills have been expanded
that will help me throughout my
life”

“Healthwatch was an amazing
experience and it has made me
think about the different skills that
I can use in the future”
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Our finances
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Healthwatch Nottinghamshire’s core function is to deliver the statutory role and
responsibilities of Healthwatch. These activities are commissioned and funded by
Nottinghamshire County Council. Our core funding for 2016-17 from the local authority was
reduced to £296,000, representing a £39,000 reduction from the previous year.

The Healthwatch Nottinghamshire Board agreed to an overspend in 2016-17 to allow time for
the organisation to invest in the capability it needs to broaden its activities to deliver
contracted services to generate an additional income to help to sustain the organisation’s
aims and objectives in the future.
Income

£

Funding received from local authority to deliver local
Healthwatch statutory activities

£ 296,000

Additional income

£

Total income

£ 301,940

5,940

Expenditure
Operational costs

£

Staffing costs

£ 239,691

Office costs

£

Total expenditure

£ 318,526

Balance brought forward

£ (16,506)

Healthwatch Nottinghamshire

41,607

37,220
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Contact us
Get in touch
Address: Healthwatch Nottinghamshire, Unit 2 Byron Businesss Centre, Hucknall, NG15 7HP
Phone number: 0115 963 5179
Email: info@healthwatchnottinghamshire.co.uk
Website: www.healthwatchnottinghamshire.co.uk
Twitter: @HWNotts

We will be making this annual report publicly available on 30 June 2017 by publishing it on our
website and sharing it with Healthwatch England, CQC, NHS England, Clinical Commissioning
Group/s, Overview and Scrutiny Committee/s, and our local authority.
We confirm that we are using the Healthwatch Trademark (which covers the logo and
Healthwatch brand) when undertaking work on our statutory activities as covered by the
licence agreement.
If you require this report in an alternative format please contact us at the address above.
© Copyright Healthwatch Nottinghamshire
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